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Mona and Sherry are real and that story did happen. 

In a simple activity like shopping, they displayed behavior that was not nice, kind, or loving.  

In fact it was repelling other people. 

Two regular, middle aged women.   

Their behavior wasn’t “not nice” as in get-you-thrown-off-an airplane, but its stuff women do 

all the time and then complain that the man isn’t sticking around. 

In fact, if we were sitting together chatting, I bet you would reveal to me that you have 

behaved the same way.   

I know I have. That is until I got so tired of it I changed it. 

That’s what this e-booklet is for.  To help you change you to get pure joy in your life. 

It is possible and don’t let any part of you tell you it’s not. 

I’ve done and it’s not only possible, it’s how we’re designed in “the Big Plan” of the Universe to 

live. 

When we’re in the flow of the Big Plan—life is full of Joy as in (not happy oh goody) but Joy as in 

“wow, I feel alive and thrilled.”  

I have no idea if Mona and Sherry have a man in their life or not, but if they behave as they did 

in the storage unit with a man, that man has either left or gone so far into a man cave to hide 

they’ve lost him. 

Men want you to be all about love—mainly for you to love yourself so much that you display 

loving behavior. 

Really, why else would a man want to be around?  To duke it out over squabbles? 

Men want love—or they leave.   

Even if a man stays in the marriage, you know how they can be right in the room with you and 

seem 1,000 miles away. 



Our garage sale dynamic duo sisters were not about love. 

Technically they are love deep inside, but their outer display and turmoil is not about love and 

makes people want to run. 

If you are feeling turmoil, people, kids, your man will want to run—unless you are handling it in 

a healthy way. 

We’ve heard that as women we shouldn’t be in masculine energy around the man; that that 

will drive him away. 

Masculine energy = leading, controlling, taking action 

We’ve heard we’re to be in feminine energy around a man. 

Feminine energy = receiving his attentions and leadership, being soft and warm, yet strong 

enough on the inside that you don’t end up a victim and needy. 

From the outside, Mona and Sherry displayed masculine energy gone wrong. 

What do I mean by that? 

Masculine energy is the take charge, control, lead, or judge to make a leadership type decision.  

It’s about power and victory. 

Masculine energy is fine and in fact it’s healthy to be in masculine energy when it is necessary. 

You could say, “Hey, they were shopping so it required masculine energy…they have to judge if 

they want an item for sale, take control of the item, lead to buy it.” 

And I would agree with you. 

They needed masculine energy regarding the sales items.  

They didn’t need masculine energy for the people around them. 

The spiritual approach, if they were and you are coming from a connection to 

Universe/God/Divine Intelligence, would be to just be in harmony with others and kick back 

and see what life is bringing your way, and if you are in alignment with Cosmic Intelligence, 

you’ll be in the sweet spot. 

And that is love.  

That’s what men want in and with their woman. 

Your man wants love from and with you. 

If you are aware, you would also want to be all about love, not just for your man, BUT FOR 

YOURSELF.   



That’s what I call a Heart Heroine. You have to be a hero to your own heart in life. 

You could actually be in a state of peace and let life wash over you instead of judging and 

reacting from old conditioning. 

Men would prefer that. 

Peaceful existence...ahhh. 

You might stumble upon that peace and joy feeling every once in a while bouncing around in 

life, but if you want it all the time, you have to be your own hero and choose to connect to 

Cosmic Love. 

But to choose to be in alignment with the Universal God, you have to understand what it is 

you’re choosing.  That’s what all this writing is about. 

You be Connected and he’ll want connection with you. 

Be the Light.  That’s what REALLY turns a man on.   

Without Connection, you have toxic behavior every time. 

If we look at the two women more closely, Mona was attempting to control (masculine) the 

people she met (me and Audrey) through a combination of paranoid judgements and 

manipulations launched at us like a hand grenade which is the gone wrong part.  

Therefore masculine energy doesn’t deserve a bad rap. 

Labeling the entirety of their funky behavior as masculine is a misuse of the label, when in fact, 

Mona is trying to live her life separated (out of connection) from Universe. 

That separation is ALWAYS the problem.  For anyone, you included. 

Then you are declaring to the Universe, “Thanks, but let me go ahead and do things my way. I 

know best Cosmic Intelligence.” 

Mona then ended up saying judgmental, complaining, whining words, and she was 

communicating STATIC.  

Why? 

Because she was separated from God Source. 

Left to our own devices, separation from Infinite Power (and that joyful flow) will always feel 

and appear as static.   

When your man hears such static, the impulse is to change the station or get away.   

Static feels annoying and or stressful.  



You giving out static is most definitely out of sync with their Spiritual self. 

You are not in alignment…flow of God energy with all of its joy, abundance, wisdom, answers to 

money, passions, decisions, direction and more. 

Sherry was also controlling (masculine again) but through a mothering mode.  

Mothering = Smothering.  

That is the gone wrong part. 

This isn’t masculine or feminine energy. 

She was separated from Divine Intelligence and wanted to plow ahead and do things her way.  

It was her against the world and that too is static. 

Static is a trifecta (three ways) of problems (non-love): 

Static keeps you stuck with bad approaches over and over without new results, 

Static as in annoying noise coming from your mouth and mind, 

Static as in you look tense, frustrated and men look at you and think you have a finger in a wall 

outlet taking volts causing you to behave erratically.  

Sherry was jumping in to assist Mike with getting the mattress into his truck, not to help Mike, 

but to somehow, through a weirdly concocted way, make herself feel better through power-by-

Sherry.    

I think that most all of you can see the negative impact of Mona’s actions—the judgmental tone 

and snarky comments about the mattress, the sudden interest in the toy chest once Audrey 

wanted it, and expecting people to psychically read her mind and take action so she would feel 

better (manipulation through causing a pouty scene). 

People resort to problem behavior every single day, even when they think they would NEVER 

behave like that. 

It’s part of the human scene. 

It’s just that problem behavior of being on the static station gets less public scorn as the cousins 

of problem behavior do, namely abuse of drugs or alcohol, gambling, sex addictions, etc. 

But I bet many of you didn’t get that Sherry, with Mike and the mattress, was doing anything 

off. 

You might think she was being as helpful as a church lady at the chili supper fundraiser just 

trying to get you to buy a raffle ticket.  

If we dig deeper, Sherry was making herself feel better at the expense of Mike.   



The proof that Sherry’s behavior was not love was in Mike’s reaction. He wanted to get away 

from her. 

She had to: 

a) Not listen to his requests…ignore him. 

b) Overrule his second and third requests that he didn’t need help…forcing herself and her 

way upon him. 

c) She had to see him as weaker than her…so she could get a quick burst of feeling 

powerful. Maybe Mona making all the decisions and taking off in the car with the vase 

suddenly made Sherry feel powerless.  Mike suddenly became a target for her to reign 

power over. 

d) Sherry could pretend she was helping Mike, but she was bossing/controlling to “assist” 

in a situation that needed no help.  She was forcing herself upon the man.  

e) She had to fundamentally not understand that a man prefers to do things alone and if 

they need help, they’ll ask. Instead her actions tried to label him as less than and weak 

to the point of needing her help. 

Of course, none of this as described is love or spiritual.  

But society might label her actions as “helpful” depending on their level of awareness. 

Now, that I’ve peeled back the cover, you can see how this behavior is hurtful to a man and 

how he will always feel resentful. 

I hope this is insightful in a way you’ve never realized before. 

But let’s keep going.  There’s more. 

With Mona and Sherry using masculine energy in a gone wrong twist, I call these a Toxic Twist 

and it is always a symptom of a problem inside needing healing. 

Toxic Twist = Gone Wrong = Separation from Infinite Being 

The women were in masculine energy to use control, but with a Toxic Twist, they spewed out 

toxicity without consideration of others or themselves.  

This is what happens when we cut ourselves off from Divineness.  

It’s like watching and hearing static jump up and down and back and forth.  

Nobody can make sense of us or our actions or our intentions. 

Spiritually Connected people won’t stick around to take it.  Once they realize that the static is 

going to keep coming and coming and coming, they leave the static-filled person. 

This is why men run.  



Did Sherry and Mona do this intentionally? 

Not consciously.  

Subconsciously, yes…their soul was pushing up the unhealed parts of them that seek love, but I 

don’t think that they even registered any pain that day from their actions.   

Give it time.  The soul will escalate to get that part healed and loved, but that is another 

writing. 

Mona and Sherry, like 99.99999% of women, had no idea they were doing anything that 

harmful. 

Yes, they might have known they were being snarky or pushy, but the mindset is that others 

should just take it – that it’s not that big of a deal. 

Actually it is a big deal. 

Their behavior has become a really bad habit and they’ve disconnected themselves from 

realizing its impact on others, or to themselves. 

But if they wake up and pay attention, they see nobody is standing there smiling wanting more. 

Like smoking. 

Decades ago, in the early days of lighting up, tons of people smoked. 

Then one day, somebody, pointed out that it was bad for our health… even second hand 

smoke. 

It took a long time to go against the curve of corporate and societal “everyone is doing it so it 

must be okay”. 

Same with the way women are behaving. 

Many, many women are doing these Toxic Twists in their life and smart women, like you, have 

disconnected from its impact; but you see the results (if you aren’t too afraid to look). 

The fruits of your separation from the Universe behavior is not what you want 

romantically…a man running away. 

And it’s bad for your spiritual health. 

The second hand smoke effect of your Toxic Twists have your man (or men), and maybe your 

friends, running to get away.  Or at least limit their exposure. 

I’m here to change that. 



The deal is that if your man is nice enough that you want to love and be with him (so he’s not a 

bad egg) then we need to wake you up to your spiritual side that really wants to breathe with 

you and love you and show you all of the love the world has for you. 

Should women just stay in their feminine energy? Will that fix the problem? 

Not if they are separated and going it alone from Source. 

A woman could go for feminine strategies of getting glammed up with long curls, lipstick, a 

dress, light perfume, lean back from a man on a date and still have enough Toxic Twists to send 

him running. 

Toxic Twists such as: waiting for her display of girliness to be found ‘good enough’ by the guy, 

or judging him in her head as she tries to look feminine, or silently feeling bored as he puffs 

about his resume to try to impress her.  

But how does a guy know if the woman is in feminine energy or using it as a strategy?  

Ahh… 

The key word is ENERGY. 

Not play acting which is what strategy is. 

Play acting only works if you’re Meryl Streep.  

In my glammed up feminine example, that is all play acting feminine.   

Men are not stupid.  

They are way more sensitive than women. 

If you were feminine energy (that means being it), those other things—the toxic twists—

wouldn’t happen. 

You can’t play act being pregnant and be pregnant. The truth will come out. 

Energy is pure. It just is. 

So every time you “play act” at being feminine you FEEL FAKE and then give feminine energy a 

bad rap. 

It’s not feminine energy’s fault. 

It’s that you weren’t aligned with Spirit and switching into feminine energy to be it not to act 

with it.  

Being in masculine or feminine energy is about just that… BEING it. You can’t be it and 

masculine energy gone wrong aka Toxic Twists.   



It’s sublime and tough to explain, but here I am attempting explanations. 

I always was interested in the spiritual world and wished someone would show me the spiritual 

WITH man relationships. 

And I wished there was more information like this and go over and over it until I got it.  lol 

Explaining spirituality is sublime sort of like the difference between a guy not wanting his girl to 

be needy but he wants her to need him. 

It’s also tough to explain the invisible. 

Like energy.  Energy is invisible. 

It can only be explained if you see the result. 

“There’s electricity coming to that outlet in the wall so really, I’m tellin’ ya, just plug in the 

blender’s cord and the blender comes to life.” 

Plug in to the Universe and You come to life. That’s the result. 

Or… 

Add a toxic twist, and static spews. That is the result. 

Anyone separated from the Universe will always have Toxic Twists and they can then only USE 

masculine of feminine as a disguise to gain power instead of be love. 

And really, Connection is being Love. 

And that is what you want in a romantic relationship: love. 

But if you study your bad habits, you may question your stated goal of love. 

Bad habits block love. 

Actions speak louder than the words we say. 

It’s always a choice. 

God is not appointing some people with good and some people with bad. 

God is always good. 

Just a matter if you choose to align with It or with you as a little powerless demi-god. 

Just relaxing back every moment with a “whatcha got for me now God?” vibe with an 

expectation that it will be GOOD. 

Remember the Cosmic Energy is invisible.  



It’s not like a butler-from-God shows up and taps you on the shoulder and says, “Judy, God 

wants you to go make this phone call to this old friend because there’s going to be advice from 

him.” 

You’ll just have a push to call the friend. 

Good does not have to be according to what you think is good.  That’s back to you being in 

charge against God. 

Stay open to God flowing in—as a surprise to your cute self.  

Had Mona been in masculine energy she would have looked at the items for sale, made a 

decision, declared it, made the purchase and moved on with her day. 

In this correct use of masculine energy, Mona would have had the flow of masculine energy 

through her and with Audrey, she would have said calmly, in feminine energy, “I am going to 

purchase that toy chest and will do so now.” 

Instead Mona used her Toxic Twists, the effect of being separated and cut off from God, as a 

pretend power over anyone in her path at their expense. 

Mona got stuck in the static of her bad habit of not being authentic, moaning, wanting 

someone else (me) to rescue her, play acting powerfulness, etc. all because she was 

disconnected from Divine Connection.  

Whenever any of us choose to be separated from Source, our Toxic Twists will be on full 

fireworks display and people will seek shelter (hide, run, or help first and then get away)—

unless they are needing that person’s Toxic Twists to make them feel enough pain to heal 

themselves. 

Spiritual being is about living in joy, love and harmony every minute.  Not play acting 

spiritualism. 

That’s were most people fall down while they proclaim they are spiritual. 

And inside everyone is a call to be connected to Spirit, not just lip service it. 

When we don’t pay attention, the call gets more and more painful until it gets our attention. 

Being raised in a society that doesn’t encourage connection to a Higher Power makes it hard 

because we had no role models to form great habits. 

That is always feeling sad to me.  

I guess I just want people to experience that Connection—it’s so full of joy and peace. 

You were unfortunately role modeled bad habits just by living in a society based upon ‘laws’ 

that are all opposite to Infinite Love.  



We picked up, use, and continue to use bad habits. 

In fact, this is why you might complain that you think feminine or “being” feminine sets women 

back around a man. 

Being in feminine energy doesn’t. 

Play acting feminine does. 

So here we are in a modern day world asking women to be more in feminine energy when they 

are with their man romantically and this is rubbing up against your masculine mindset’s needs 

for advancement in equality and needing to use masculine energy almost 24 hours a day. 

Sherry and Mona used masculine energy with Toxic Twists and it turned Mike, Audrey and me 

off.   

None of us were romantic with Sherry and Mona AND if they had used feminine energy with 

Toxic Twists we still would have run having been repelled.  

Again, energy is pure. 

It’s either there or not. 

Feminine and masculine energy is pure.  

Electricity flows or it doesn’t. 

You either connect to Divine Love, believe in it, trust it, count on it, or not. 

From there you can be also in Masculine or Feminine energy. 

People want proof of Divine Love’s existence.  

It would be like telling you that the sun will be there every day.  

Divine Love is there every day. 

You plug in the cord to the wall electrical outlet that has electricity supplied to it, you get the 

electricity flowing and you can use the appliance or powered machine. 

It works. 

You just have to stop trying to live life according to you and let the Connection unfold events in 

front of you and you let that happen without worry or fear. 

Spirituality is like electricity. Plug into a Higher Source and pure energy flows.  

Most of us have a higher power that we “believe in” (God, Divine Consciousness, Cosmic 

Intelligence, Love, etc.) 

And most people have zero idea of how to connect to that Divine Love. 



People say they do, but they reject it every day if we witness their judgements, shame, worry 

and fears. 

And it’s super hard to know something that is invisible and beyond your 5 senses. 

Thus, the expression “leap of faith.” 

Whether you use the word God, Divine, Universe, Divine Love-- you substitute the term that 

you want--they are all names, and I mix them up and I don’t use any religion in my discussion.  

Religion is man-made.  

I’m talking about the Power that is infinite. 

I propose that without that connection to Divine Love, I say you are going to shovel out Toxic 

Twists. 

And those Toxic Twists will show up no matter how many strategies you study and employ to 

better your life. 

Feminine Energy 

Upon hearing that as women we need to be in our feminine energy more in order to be 

romantic with a man, (which is true), I discovered something.   

First of all, feminine energy is in part receiving, being able to take in, to accept.  

We as women can’t rush to read information that purports to be good for us. 

We have to savor it. Reflect on it.   

We have to receive it. 

That is feminine. 

In order for us to absorb information, we have to be in pure feminine energy to take it in. 

Relaxed, curious, observing and open. Being. 

When we are in masculine (controlling and taking charge) with a Toxic Twists we are urgent, 

desperate, needy, demanding, impatient, and “where’s the quick fix NOW!!!” 

I say all of that to set the stage for the Spiritual part of you that wants to breathe. 

If you are in Toxic Twists mode, you’ll reject the Spiritual the same way you reject a man who 

smiles at you or tries to lead you. 

You will say how much you want the man in romance and yet reject almost everything he does 

as not enough, not good enough, not loving enough, or not the right thing that you need. 

In Toxic Twist, separation mode, you’ll read through all this information and yell, “I don’t get it.” 



In receiving the gifts of the Universe, it will be 5 times harder…It’s all invisible, beyond the 5 

senses. 

And yet, it’s so easy when you just give up and surrender to the Universe. 

So how do you get spiritual? 

You have to give up your urgency and demanding mindset, create an open shelf inside your 

mind…one where you can take in new information and sort of look at it—put it on display in 

your mind and consider it. 

Then if it doesn’t bite you (*smile*) you can take it on a test run and see if it works. 

Spiritual connection is not to be gotten like acquiring an object, but gotten as in “oh wow, I 

am starting to get my life in Connection.” 

As you surrender your way of doing life (open shelf in mind), and take the Spiritual out for a 

spin (whatever tiny urge you have to do instead of what you thought you “had” to do), take 

notes of what happens and the ways that you know that what you’re experiencing is better 

than what you “wanted.” 

I knew when I went to meet the ad responders regarding my storage stuff for sale, I might sell it 

or not, but sort of keeping an open mind and heart was the key. 

Not only did I sell the stuff (original desire) I wrote all about the Two Garage Sale Ladies which 

is far better than just selling unused items.   

And as you get scared, when “just” hanging back in life, and the Toxic Twist voice comes back 

and says, “Forget this hanging back you’ve got things to do right now missy!” go back and 

reread Two Garage Sale Ladies and tell me if you want to try again with this Spiritual 

Connection thing or if you really want to live like Mona and Sherry.   

*smile again* 

When You are Connected spiritually you are safe and feeling the adventure of the unknown.  

Here are the results all of us can see every day when living in flow with Divine Creation: 

You feel protected.  

You feel loved.  

You feel supported.  

You feel cared for.  

You feel abundant.  

You feel wisdom and creativity flowing in. 



When we feel all of that, we have only the idea to love because we are connect to Divine Love. 

And you suddenly know what love is. 

Divine Love isn’t being a doormat.  

Divine Love doesn’t ask you to take someone’s crap (Toxic Twists). 

Divine Love isn’t being a people pleaser or goody two shoes. 

Divine Love is feeling safe enough to not be hurtful to others or to yourself.  

You can feel your feelings. 

Divine Love is feeling loved and being able to receive love. 

Divine Love is feeling supported enough to try new things that are positive for you. 

Divine Love is feeling cared for so much that life is joyous. 

Divine Love is feeling abundant so that worry can be sent packing. 

Divine Love is having wisdom flow through you to make a decision and have clarity and know 

what to do next. 

Divine Love has creativity flowing and feeling the adventure and gratitude of life. 

Divine Love = God, The Universe, Highest Power. 

 

You either align yourself with those principles I just listed (remember they are invisible) and let 

them be in charge of your life instead of you and watch the “signs that follow” meaning the 

results that appear, or … 

You become your own god that knows better than God. 

That’s what it comes down to. 

Beyond the bad habits and lack of knowledge, it comes down to “you god” vs. God. 

God will let you do whatever you want. It could be interesting. 

But if you want the joy, the peace and the harmony, you have to behave spiritually and that is 

to believe in those God Love Universal Principles. 

Let’s go to Mona first and see what it would have looked like if she wasn’t separated from the 

Universe and trying to manipulate her way painfully through life… 

If she could know/believe/feel/understand that the Divine is supporting all of us she could have 

gone ‘unguarded’ and not have to ask judgmental questions from a place of suspicious nature. 



With you Connected to the Highest Power, you wouldn’t feel like quizzing a man, you’d just 

enjoy him. 

Mona wouldn’t have felt the need to do so much complaining – especially about things she was 

going to end up buying.   

How many times do women complain about their man with a long list of issues and yet still 

want him? 

If Mona felt the Universe on her side, she wouldn’t feel insecure to the point of displaying 

snarky looks.  

She would have been excited about the adventure of garage sale items at reduced prices to see 

if there was a special find. 

Imagine dating as an exciting adventure instead of it bringing your crabby side out. 

She also would not be so impatient as to need to rev her car.  She’d be feeling tender love all 

inside of her. 

Mona could have just felt how protected she was in Alignment, and instead of putting out 

difficult agendas with people, she could have just looked at the for-sale items to see if they 

were to her liking and either purchased them or not. 

Mona – if connected to Divine Love – would not have been whiney.  

She would have just accepted.  

Accepted that there was a mattress for sale, accepted that another woman showed up to look 

at the same items she was looking at. 

Same with being with a man. 

You could accept that he calls or doesn’t call; talks or doesn’t talk.  

Sherry could have connected to Cosmic Intelligence and relaxed back and respect a man can do 

many things without help. 

That a man will actually gain satisfaction from demonstrating his manliness in front of a woman.  

That she could have rested and enjoyed a moment. 

Sherry not only took that away but she then made him (in a man’s mind) publically humiliated 

by being seen as so weak and incapable that he needed a woman 20 years older than him to 

help him. 

I didn’t talk to Sherry to find out why she felt compelled to do it, but it comes down to a 

separation from the Universe and wanting to be a little demi-god. 



Wanting to be a demi-god has an undertone. 

The undertone is God isn’t capable of providing for the world so it’s best to start surviving 

instead of thriving and during the static try to make yourself feel better by being needed. 

Except Sherry wasn’t needed and she couldn’t lean back enough to see that and make that 

okay. 

Forcing oneself and pretending they ‘need you’ isn’t the same as them needing your help. 

Yet people, parents and mates do this to each other everyday. 

Listening to another human without forcing our opinion on them (especially our unasked for 

opinion) is a simple yet big Love energy to do.  

It is possible to be in the Divine Love every day.  

To feel that love and support and look at life like a big adventure. 

You are lead to what to do next. 

In the future I will give examples of this in my life, but I remember back when I’d read an 

author’s take on this very subject and I almost dismissed his or her serendipitous events as 

something that could only happen to them, not to me. 

And that is the sad part. 

If I could convey just how much love you are capable of giving and receiving and how much 

Infinite Power loves you every millisecond and wants to support you.  But that will take many 

writings.  

It’s not a switch that is flipped readily by most. 

You can accept the man and just relax back and let him direct you and find gratitude that he 

cares so much for you that he is protecting and caring for you. 

You, being Spiritually aligned, can create the space for your man to be all that he wants to be 

and be with you. 

A shift with you, creates all of that in him. 

Go back and look at how Mike reacted with me vs. Sherry.   

See how he wanted to help, was proud to help me.  I created the space to respect him. 

You can be content in your life’s activities when Connected to the Universe and feel so safe that 

your husband, or any man if you are dating, can come and go and choose when to be with you 

vs. you demanding a certain schedule. 



When you are leaned back into Spirit, you’ve lost any need to demand that he do anything. 

That’s an amazing feeling place to be in. 

It’s so joyful and peaceful.  

He will show up, he will be loving, when you respect him enough to do so without analyzing 

him. 

Let go of your need to have life your way. 

Know that God has a much better way.  

Give up your ways for a day…see what happens, not because you’re looking for it, just because 

you get surprised when it does happen. 

Relax and let that come to you. Let your boyfriend or husband come to you. 

Be guided about what to do with yourself because God has given you a strong purpose. 

Your actions are Connected to Purpose not to making yourself feel artificially powerful. 

Go around thinking that you are a light. 

If you are being a light, that means you have Infinite Power flowing through you to light you up 

and radiate love-light. 

How I Handled It 

When I was with Mona and Sherry, I felt relaxed into Feminine Energy and Supported in the 

Universe and just stood there for the most part and let their antics wash over me.  

As their antics hit me I allowed myself to feel…sometimes annoyed, sometimes entertained, 

sometimes curious. 

I could relax because I knew that I could speak from Feminine Energy in a way that was clear, to 

the point and authentic, and I did so.   

I trusted that I’d have the right words given to me by living in Connection. 

Despite my mother warning me that a killer could show up from Craigslist as reported in her 

city’s newspaper, I never felt even a twinge of nerves.  

I felt any feelings that came up and felt deeply, then loved the feeling for showing up and went 

back to observing Mona and Sherry. 

I stepped in with masculine energy only as necessary.   

Otherwise I allowed them respectful space to shop.   

I was never fearful even when things looked ugly or tempers flared. 



I trusted Connection.  If they bought items, fine. If they didn’t, there was another person who 

was to have the items.  

I was relaxed, open without worry, and looking for ways to appreciate the unfoldings. 

I was grateful the items were going with people who wanted them and I was freeing up the 

storage space. 

I hope this has helped.  

If you have more questions, you know where to find me:  www.ChristineRichHanson.com 

Each day The Checklist for Spiritual Mindset: 

1. Catch when you feel racy, anxious, or “I have to hurry to do _____.”  Play with feeling like you 

are sunbathing on vacation instead. 

 

2. Catch when you are thinking judgmental thoughts of him and feeling “absolutely right.”  Play 

with that you know nothing, that God knows everything. 

 

 

3. Catch wanting him to be different. Play with accepting him as he is as though you’d lose him in 

one hour. Could you accept him then? 

 

4. Catch wanting to control his behavior (wear this, chew like this, remember this chore, come to 

bed now, get home from work at this time, etc.) Play with being open that everything will be 

better than you can imagine. 

 

 

5. Catch yourself thinking that he is just short of stupid (he slow, dim witted, needs you to help 

him, etc.).  Replace that with he’s a great man and you wouldn’t have gotten involved with 

him if he wasn’t.  

 

6. Catch yourself feeling worried over a repetitive trigger. Play with there’s no need to worry and 

go do something engaging, fun or fulfilling. 

 

 

7. Catch yourself feeling anxious. Play with the Universe handling the details and you just have 

fun or do your passion. 

 

8. Catch yourself feeling impatient with others.  Play with letting that go and focus on how much 

love the Universe has for you. 

 

 

9. Catch yourself feeling anything less than harmony.  Play with God.  

http://www.christinerichhanson.com/

